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Abstract

Purpose—This research identifies service design strategies to improve outcome-oriented services by enhancing consumers’ emotional experience, while overcoming customer variability.

Design/methodology/approach—An abductive, multiple-case study involves 12 service firms from diverse online and offline service sectors.

Findings—Six service design strategies represent two overarching themes: Customer empowerment can involve design for typical customers, visibility, and community building, while customer accommodation can involve design for personas, invisibility, and relationship building. Using these strategies helps set the stage for a service to offer an emotional experience.

Research limitations/implications—The study offers a first step toward combining investigations of service experience and user experience. Further research can strengthen these links.

Practical implications—The six design strategies described using examples from case research offer managerial recommendations. In particular, these strategies can help service managers address the customer-induced variability inherent in services.

Originality/value—Extant studies of experience staging have focused on particular sectors such as hospitality and leisure; this study contributes by investigating outcome-focused services and identifying strategies to create unique experiences that offset variability. It also represents a rare effort to combine research from service management and interaction design, shedding light on the link between service experience and user experience.

Keywords—Service experience, Customer experience, Service design, Service management, Interaction design, Emotional design

Paper type—Research paper
1. Introduction

Researchers contend that, following the move from a manufacturing to service economy, the next step is the experience economy (Grönroos and Helle, 2010; Matthysens and Vandenbempt, 2010), in which businesses attend to the customer experience to survive in crowded markets (e.g. Pine and Gilmore, 1999; Grewal et al., 2009). Focusing on customer experience addresses the risk of commoditization by designing services that offer symbolic or emotional value (Norman, 2004; Verganti, 2009; Candi and Saemundsson, 2011). However, most businesses find it challenging to do this.

In the experience economy, the most effective strategy is not routinized consistency, as exemplified by McDonald’s (Levitt, 1972), but rather an emphasis on the customer experience, as exemplified by Walt Disney theme parks (Kingman-Brundage, 1991; Chase and Apte, 2007). Services have been reconceived as theater (Grove et al., 1992) and firms as using “services as the stage, and goods as props, to engage individual customers in a way that creates a memorable event” (Pine and Gilmore, 1998, p. 98). Memorable experiences create emotional bonds that lead to customer loyalty and improved business performance (Brakus et al., 2009; Candi et al., 2013). Scholars thus suggest that the service experience is what separates excellent service providers from average ones (Edvardsson et al., 2005).

Service researchers consider the experience economy a priority (e.g. Roth and Menor, 2003; Chase and Apte, 2007). They have investigated the topic through studies of experience-centric services, that is, services whose core offering is an experience (e.g., Pullman and Gross, 2004; Stuart and Tax, 2004). Zomerdijk and Voss (2010) investigate design consultancies employed by experience-centric service providers such as sports, leisure, and travel. The design practices they identify, such as focusing on the dramatic structure of events and delineating front- and back-stage areas, follow the “service as theater” metaphor, creating memorable experiences by appealing to customers on an emotional rather than a rational level.

However, these studies emphasize experience-centric rather than outcome-oriented services. In contrast, this research focuses on how the benefits of experience staging can be achieved in outcome-oriented services, referred to herein as experiential augmentation.

Service researchers have long been concerned with the customer experience, particularly in traditional, face-to-face contexts. Although the user experience in online services has become well established in computer science and interaction design, service research has paid considerably less attention to this concept. The user experience is important to designers because “the product does not exist in a vacuum. It becomes meaningful only in relation to a user” (Margolin, 1997, p. 229)—a view that parallels the concept of experience as co-created value (Vargo and Lusch, 2008). Similarly, though co-creation results from customers’ interactions with value propositions, interaction designers recognize that “one cannot design an experience … but only create the design features that evoke it” (Rogers et al., 2012, p.14). The goal of interaction design is to connect design features to users through psychological concepts such as affordances (Pucillo and Cascini, 2014), which are based on the understanding that design decisions afford, or facilitate, users’ actions. For example, in online contexts, text underlined in blue is recognizable as a hyperlink that affords action. With few exceptions (e.g. Patricio et al., 2008; Wetter-Edman et al., 2013), however, discourses on user experience and customer experience remain entirely separate. As a first step toward finding common ground, the current research compares and contrasts cases of online and offline services.

The underlying assumption of this research is that the experience economy is not only relevant for experience-centric services but can also improve the competitiveness of more outcome-oriented services through experiential augmentation (Candi et al., 2013). This research in turn contributes practical guidance for businesses outside the experience economy (i.e. in sectors such as entertainment, travel, and hospitality, which are usually investigated in experience research (Lemke et al., 2011). An obvious but arguably expensive way to achieve this augmentation is to employ experience design consultancies (Zomerdijk and Voss, 2010; 2011). In contrast, the current research...
examines how firms that do not use professional experience design consultancies can augment their own services to improve the experience. A multiple case study of 12 service providers identifies service design strategies used to set the stage for service experience. This contribution is particularly novel in that it combines service research and design research perspectives and examines online and offline service contexts to identify opportunities for cross-fertilization, which is a particularly relevant topic because few service businesses rely solely on either online or offline channels.

The six service design strategies identified represent two overarching themes: accommodating customers and empowering customers to co-create positive service experiences. These can be used to enhance online and offline services, helping to overcome customer variability. The following sections explore the theoretical underpinnings of this research, outline the abductive case study method used, report the findings, and discuss theoretical and practical implications.

2. Conceptual Background

2.1. Services and Value

Central to the understanding of service and experience is the concept of value. Current perspectives of value challenge the assumption that value is created by firms and consumed by customers and instead emphasize the co-creation that occurs when customers’ resources are combined with firms’ value propositions to form an experience (Prahalad and Ramaswamy, 2004; Vargo and Lusch, 2008; Chandler and Lusch, 2015). This corresponds to Sampson’s (2000) view of services as bidirectional supply chains, wherein customers supply inputs to the service process.

Service providers can take one of two stances to create value: They can deliberately involve customers in the definition, development, and refinement of the service experience, or they can anticipate and accommodate customers’ needs and wishes through proactive experience staging. Either way, the result is a unique experience for each customer, depending on the resources integrated and both service and customer characteristics (Gentile et al., 2007; Verhoef et al., 2009).

Pine and Gilmore (1998) argue that experiences represent higher value offerings than products or services. This conception of value takes the perspective of the firm but does not reflect value for the customer (Payne and Holt, 2001). The current research addresses this gap by conceptualizing customer value as the outcome of services. As Abbott (1955, p. 40) argues, “what people really want are not products, but satisfying experiences.”

Thus, this research acknowledges that services are co-created with customers, resulting in experiences that are unique to each customer. The value of these experiences can be created in active collaboration with customers or by proactively anticipating and accommodating customers’ needs.

2.2. Service Design

Designers have changed their focus, shifting the object of their work from products to users (Redström, 2006). Design traditionally influences an artifact’s characteristics while experiential augmentation aims to influence the people who buy or use something. This change of perspective is in line with theoretical discussions of the importance of value in use. In other words, the traditional perspective of value being created by firms has given way to an appreciation that firms offer value propositions but do not have full control over the creation of value in use. They set the stage for experiences, but the experience itself is created in and resides in customers’ minds. The service encounter can be scripted, but the customer does not always follow the script (Tansik and Smith, 2000; Zomerdijk and Voss, 2010).

Service design must recognize the fundamental inability to plan and regulate services completely (Meroni and Sangiorgi, 2011). This research identifies service design strategies that can be used to set the stage for service experience, while also acknowledging that the service experience cannot be fully controlled.
2.3. Experiential Augmentation

A service offering consists of a bundle of components that deliver functional or emotional value. Functional value relates to specific goals and typically can be evaluated before purchase (Roos and Friman, 2008; Puccinelli et al., 2009). Emotional value is experienced during the interaction between a customer and a service provider and therefore is assessed only during or after use (Hume et al., 2006). Other research distinguishes these two types of value as explicit and implicit (Sasser et al., 1978) or outcomes and experiences (Johnston and Kong, 2011). Holbrook (2006) suggests too much emphasis is placed on functional outcomes as a result of viewing humans as rational information processors, not unlike computers. In contrast, in earlier work (e.g. Holbrook and Hirschmann, 1982) he argues that a service can achieve functional outcomes while still delivering an emotionally satisfying experience. Lovelock (1995) notes that the service package can be viewed in terms of a core and an array of other elements that represent the augmentation. Particularly in mature service industries, the core can become commoditized, so the augmentation becomes a potential place to provide differentiation and competitive advantage (Candi and Saemundsson, 2011).

Experience-centric services (e.g., theater or circus performances) are those in which the experience is central; the experience is the service. However, outcome-oriented services can also make use of experience design to augment their core utilitarian offering (Beltagui et al., 2012). Scholars argue that service managers should pay attention to customers’ experience, because it affects perceived service quality (Berry et al., 2002; Johnston et al., 2011). In one of the few empirical studies on the topic, Candi et al. (2013) demonstrate that experiential augmentation of services helps attract new customers.

In summary, the performance of outcome-oriented services can potentially be improved by designing for experience, and the purpose of this research is to identify service design strategies that can be used to this end.

2.4. Research Questions

Although services (and thus experiences) are not pre-produced offerings (Chandler and Lusch, 2015) that can be designed like tangible products, they consist of systems of interactions that can be positively influenced through appropriate design (Ding et al., 2010). Firms stage the prerequisites for an experience through service design, but the experience itself happens in customers’ minds and research on the antecedents of successful experiences is needed (Roth and Menor, 2003). Perhaps the most important research contribution to date involves service mapping tools (Kingman-Brundage, 1991; Johnston, 1999) that shift the focus from the service provider to the customer’s experience; that is, they encourage managers to consider moments in the customer’s journey (e.g. Carlzon, 1987) rather than touchpoints defined from the service provider’s perspective. These tools have been used to assess the positive and negative emotional impacts of service encounters, as seen through customers’ eyes. For the service provider, a service consists of a series of elements that have been designed, including facilities, employees’ roles, and the tasks and processes they perform (Beltagui et al., 2015). These elements are ideally designed according to service characteristics with an efficiency aim (Zomerdijk and De Vries, 2007; Ponsignon et al., 2011). For the customer, an experience consists of the overall emotional effect created (Goldstein et al., 2002). Therefore, an approach to service design that incorporates the customer experience in design decisions is necessary. The first question driving this research thus asks, what service design strategies can service providers use to augment their services with experience?

Service designers and managers face the challenge of customer variability (Morris and Johnston, 1987). Whereas operations managers generally seek to reduce variability and use standardization to manage quality, recognizing customers as active participants in the co-creation of value means acknowledging variability. Frei (2006) argues that though a positive service experience usually is considered at odds with efficient service, this does not have to be the case. In contrast with traditional approaches to variability, such as accommodation (improving experience but raising costs) and reduction (lowering costs but harming the experience), she proposes alternatives such as self-service,
low-cost labor, and market segmentation. Thus the second research question asks, **what service design strategies can help cope with different degrees of customer variability?**

Fitzsimmons *et al.* (2014) suggest that an experience demands the customer’s physical presence, as reflected in recommendations to create a theme or focus on sensory stimulation (Pine and Gilmore, 1999). Situated cognition explains the customer experience in terms of interaction with the environment (Suchman, 1987; Gupta and Vajic, 2000). Thus, a phenomenological examination of the experience typically considers the individual’s awareness of his or her own embodiment within the environment, which is a human perception produced by consolidating sensory information (Joy and Sherry, 2003).

Online interactions take place through websites rather than physical facilities. In this context, the technical interface represents the stage, which makes staging an experience using structural elements (e.g. sensory design of facilities) difficult. When interaction with a service is mediated by technology, such as the Internet, a human connection is largely lacking. Researchers have raised concerns about the depersonalization of services (Forman and Sriram, 1991) caused by the use of technology in the interest of efficiency. According to Froehle and Roth (2004), the goal of the technology-mediated service experience ultimately is to match that of natural, face-to-face interaction. This dilemma leads to the third research question: **Which service design strategies can be applied to both services delivered online and services delivered offline?**

### 3. Research Method

This research uses a multiple case study to examine approaches to experience staging and synthesize a set of design strategies. Case studies allow consideration of context, because they permit a holistic view of phenomena, and multiple case studies make it possible to develop insights through comparison (Ragin, 2014).

Rather than a deductive or inductive approach, this research adopts abductive logic proposed by Charles Sanders Peirce (1931), which focuses not on what is true but what might be (Martín, 2009). Qualitative data are typically generated rather than collected (Gummesson, 1985). In other words, answers are not merely waiting for researchers to discover them. Rather, they form pieces of a jigsaw puzzle, in which the pattern appears gradually and guides the selection of the next piece. Building on this metaphor, the two main challenges of abductive case research are matching empirical pieces to theoretical patterns and redirecting enquiries as the image in the puzzle emerges (Dubois and Gadde, 2002). Figure 1 presents the evolution of the current study through several stages with continuous back-and-forth interaction between data and theory (Järvensivu and Törnroos, 2010). The theoretical framework, empirical fieldwork, and case analysis evolved simultaneously as the research progressed (Dubois and Gadde, 2002). Although these characteristics of abductive research make it challenging to perform and describe, the approach ultimately combines understanding of social actors’ accounts of a situation while developing and testing models that can inform theory and practice (Blaikie, 2000).
3.1. Case Selection and Data Generation

Cases were selected using theoretical sampling; meaning that their ability to provide insights into the topic of interest and to offer contrasts was paramount rather than their representativeness (Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin, 2003). Table 1 presents a summary of the firms included in the study. Semi-structured interviews with key informants (managing directors, innovation managers, or service development managers) in each case firm provided the data. Roles and titles varied, as did the number of informants, depending on the size and nature of the firms. Observations during visits and examination of documents and websites further developed the cases. Employee behavior, environmental appearance, and website usability all contribute to the experience; thus, these observations and examinations were particularly relevant. Cases were chosen through personal networks and recommendations, providing some prior understanding of suitability to shed light on the topic (Miles and Huberman, 1994). In line with the abductive approach, this topic evolved over the course of the research.

Initially, cases were selected to learn about the use of design in service innovation. Interview questions focused on identifying the types of design used and their impact on the firm’s success. For example, how aesthetic design was applied to the creation of environments or documents in a firm and the perceived effect that this design had on customers, employees, and overall commercial success represented key elements. In this stage, the study was guided by research into the commercial value of design (e.g., Roy and Riedel, 1997), which although it has been studied extensively, is still not well understood in service innovation contexts (Candi, 2016).

An emerging theme was the effect of design on the service experience. The focus consequently shifted to understanding experience design, with new cases added and previous cases reexamined. In this second stage, the study was guided by literature on service experience. Cases were selected in this stage to add to our understanding of experience staging methods and provide more points of comparison.
To compare design strategies and highlight the differences among the case firms, service management literature themes—and the issue of customer variability in particular—were emphasized. At this point, the split between online and offline services became more important to understand how different degrees of variability are managed. Services delivered online or offline offer different opportunities for sensory design. They also tend to enable different degrees of customer contact and customization through direct or technology-mediated communication (Froehle and Roth, 2004). Cases were reexamined or added once again, to suit this new focus and ensure a balance between online and offline services.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case company</th>
<th>Service delivery</th>
<th>Core Service Offering</th>
<th>Experiential Augmentation</th>
<th>Observed design strategies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Daisy</td>
<td>Offline</td>
<td>Shop selling art and creative items by local artists.</td>
<td>Organising experiences (events), such as having artists working in the shop during opening hours.</td>
<td>Design for visibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert Info</td>
<td>Offline</td>
<td>Workspace design and installation as part of facilities management for a large financial services company</td>
<td>Emphasis on employee well-being and productivity rather than purely rational/efficiency concerns.</td>
<td>Relationship building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutrino</td>
<td>Offline</td>
<td>Custom development of immersive 3D graphical simulations for the defence market.</td>
<td>Realism is emphasized in the design of the simulated virtual environments while technical details are hidden from customers.</td>
<td>Design for invisibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect Peach</td>
<td>Offline</td>
<td>Web development services for individual and corporate clients</td>
<td>“Designer” office with integral customer sales meeting room (with glass window onto employee workstations).</td>
<td>Design for invisibility Design for visibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiling House</td>
<td>Offline</td>
<td>Retailing and wholesaling of floor and wall tiles.</td>
<td>Providing a kitchen and bathroom design service to time-poor, cash-rich consumers in a design studio sales room.</td>
<td>Relationship building Design for visibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aqua</td>
<td>Online</td>
<td>Multimedia authoring software applications (service delivered online)</td>
<td>Usability, ease of use; an online forum, allowing communication between customers and sharing their expertise thence creating a community.</td>
<td>Community building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue fish</td>
<td>Online</td>
<td>Hosted spam filtering service</td>
<td>Placing a computer at the customers' premises with flashing lights indicating that the service is working.</td>
<td>Design for invisibility Design for visibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certain Games</td>
<td>Online</td>
<td>Independent software development firm, developing online casual games for a media company and managing the community of players.</td>
<td>Online interaction between customers helps to foster a sense of community, both in playing the games but also in sharing information and voluntarily assisting fellow customers. Some customers volunteer to help plan and manage tournaments.</td>
<td>Design for personas Community building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-docs</td>
<td>Online</td>
<td>Document compliance system for storing and processing hospitals’ medical documents</td>
<td>Simplification through complexity-hiding.</td>
<td>Design for typical customer Design for invisibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-Blog</td>
<td>Online</td>
<td>Service for estate agents for posting photos from mobile phones on to the Internet.</td>
<td>Simplification of a traditionally complex and time-consuming task.</td>
<td>Design for typical customer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3. Data analysis

Case summaries and initial interpretations were prepared using interviews, field notes, and other available data. Informants received the summaries and were invited to provide feedback, including corrections of any misunderstandings and additional details. These steps are important to help ensure that the qualitative accounts are trustworthy and fair to participants (Lincoln and Guba, 1985; Lincoln et al., 2011).

The analysis proceeded in two stages: first within and then between cases (Voss et al., 2003). Design strategies were identified through within-case analysis, which sought to understand the context and approaches to design that had been used in each case. Next, the between-case analysis involved research team meetings to examine and compare cases (Miles and Huberman, 1994), by classifying the “whats” (description of experience), “whys” (motivation for experience staging), and “hows” (design strategies) to extract the design strategies. The analysis was repeated as the literature review was refocused and new cases were added, as shown in figure 2.

![Figure 2](image)

**Figure 2 – An iterative process of case selection, data generation and analysis**

An example of a design strategy is design for visibility, which arose in the Blue Fish case. The firm made a taken-for-granted service more visible through a physical reminder. Although initially
identified as a physical cue included in the service design, the concept expanded when similar (Perfect Peach making the workplace more visible to customers) and contrasting (attempts to hide the complexity in several cases) design strategies emerged in other cases.

4. Findings

The case firms exemplified six service design strategies used to achieve experiential augmentation, as summarized in Table 1. The following subsections discuss each of these design strategies in detail.

4.1. Design for a Typical Customer

A service can be designed through close interaction with one customer, viewed as typical of other customers. E-docs and M-blog implemented this involvement of a single customer.

The development of E-docs’ service involved close collaboration with one customer for whom a high level of customization was required. Because this customer’s functional needs matched those of other envisioned customers closely, the firm used those needs as a platform, supporting easier customization for subsequent customers. In describing this customization, E-doc’s CEO explained, “We have a customer actually using the service while we develop it. And so we are continually listening to the problems that they have, wish lists, things like that.”

Similarly, M-Blog’s approach to understanding customers was to identify a representative customer and collaboratively develop the service for this customer’s needs. In turn, M-Blog could understand the customer’s processes and simplify their execution. After the initial customization, the service was launched as a generic online service. Due to the lack of variability among customers, selecting one customer as a representative was an effective approach to service design.

4.2. Design for Personas

Customers can be segmented according to their characteristics or the service outcomes they require. A persona is a profile of a customer, written as a kind of fictional character with a name and a life story. The characters are based on the available knowledge about customers, and their number can vary. For example, Certain Games and Plinx, both of which offer online services, design services for personas. They identified different types of customers and developed personas to characterize each type and describe their motivations. One of Certain Games’ personas was described as a busy person who plays to unwind after work. This persona was given a fictional name and job, to help designers understand the persona as a method actor would attempt to get into character. As a Certain Games respondent noted, “We use personas, which are stories about imagined users, or users we know, that emphasize their characteristics and help us deliver a more relevant service. We start with an ‘epic story’ and then break it down into smaller, more detailed, stories.” Plinx instead approaches personas systematically, using close observation of representative customers through online activity logs. User observations are combined with storyboarding, a technique adopted in collaboration with a filmmaking firm, to map the customer’s journey as a graphical representation of a story, which enables a detailed first-person perspective when developing the service.

In contrast with design for personas, which addresses variability among customers by categorizing them, designing for a typical customer relies on the assumption that there is little or no variability among customers.

4.3. Community Building

Self-service typically entails passing the burden of carrying out tasks to the customer in an effort to reduce costs. Although cost-cutting may be viewed as detrimental to the experience if a trade-off between cost and quality occurs, self-service contributes to the experience in some cases, due to one crucial factor: communities. Being part of a community helps create a satisfying experience and taking more responsibility helps strengthen bonds within that community. For some case firms, such as
Certain Games and Aqua, the main advantage of the community is that customers support one another. In general, accommodating a high level of variability in customer requests through more interactions with employees enhances the experience. However, empowering customers to help themselves and assist one another also can be a useful approach to achieve experiential augmentation.

Aqua offers its service on an online platform, meaning that customization for individuals and direct customer contact are both low. However, an online forum, allowing unmediated communication, facilitates contact among customers and the creation of a community. Community members share their expertise by responding to problems and supporting others—essentially, providing voluntary effort. A project manager at Aqua notes, “We have a web forum where they can post questions on-line. And the on-line forums are monitored by tech support as well as by QA and engineering, but most of the questions are actually answered by other users.” Similarly, online interactions among Certain Games’ customers helps foster a sense of community, in both game play and information sharing or voluntarily assisting fellow customers. Some customers volunteer to be supervisors to help plan and manage tournaments, prizes, and special events. The firm had previously sought to automate these tasks, but customers perform voluntarily to gain a feeling of control and a sense of purpose. Empowering these voluntary supervisors also helps resolve conflicts that arise between customers with different objectives and facilitates the staging of multiple experiences.

4.4. Relationship Building

Tiling House redesigned its retail space to create the feel of a design studio, and the firm clearly separates on-stage and off-stage areas to ensure that employees are part of what it has designed to feel like a theatrical performance. A key part of the staged experience is an emphasis on building relationships when employees personalize offerings through interaction with customers, that is, not selling tiles but designing kitchens or bathrooms in which the tiles will be used. To enable this, the firm hired interior designers as salespeople and trained existing sales staff in interior design. These staff members can collaboratively design bathrooms or kitchens with the customer and extend the scope from the sale of tiles to a complete solution for the design and installation of kitchens and bathrooms.

Expert Info, which designs working environments, developed an approach based on an empathic understanding of the people working in those environments. In addition to determining physical dimensions and technical specifications, the firm builds an emotional relationship to create improved working environments. Its success can be measured in the increased productivity resulting from these workplaces, in comparison with those designed from a purely functional perspective.

4.5. Design for Visibility

When a service is invisible to the customer (e.g. Stuart and Tax’s [2004] cleaning service), subtle reminders or efforts to create visibility may be used to create an emotional impact. Although Perfect Peach and Blue Fish both aimed for invisibility in terms of hiding technical complexity, they also make efforts to provide customers with a glimpse of their inner workings. Perfect Peach’s focus on the experience offered to customers helps create a strong impression of quality, reliability, and professionalism. Nowhere is this more evident than in the design of physical facilities, such as the interior design of the firm’s office space. The firm has recently moved into a new facility and made substantial investments in creating a captivating space for customers. A glass wall separates the meeting room used for meetings with prospective customers from the busy workspace, creating visibility of the back office but also allowing customers to see employees working productively. The CEO noted that this design generated confidence among employees. Whereas previously, salespeople were more likely to visit customers, now “we always make an effort to bring the customer in here … because it always results in a sale” as a result of the experience generated by the environment and well-rehearsed interaction styles with customers.

Blue Fish’s expressed challenge was demonstrating the value of a service (e-mail security solution that filters unwanted spam messages from client systems) that is invisible unless it fails. The experiential
augmentation observed in this case involved making this invisible service more visible to customers. First, Blue Fish issues regular reports to customers, presenting details about the number of threats detected and communicating the benefits that have been gained. Second, the firm placed a computer on each of its customers’ premises with prominent flashing lights to communicate that this machine was actively providing protection, creating visibility and reminding customers of the service provided. Although neither of these approaches represents clearly unnecessary costs, their purpose is not functional; rather, they target the customer on a psychological or emotional level, creating an experience that influences their perceptions of service quality.

Daisy acts as a gallery, with a range of goods available for sale, but for revenue it relies on visitors ordering high-value, bespoke items from the artists. The firm regularly stages events and performances, inviting collaborating artists to exhibit their work. For example, a resident artist paints canvases onsite, which are then sold to customers. Such performances have the effect of revealing the process behind the products, as well as making the experience of shopping more unique and memorable.

Tiling House took the concept of visibility a step further by offering customers the possibility to participate in the design of their tiling installations, which represents a form of co-creation.

4.6. Design for Invisibility

Many of the case firms noted that when customers’ abilities or willingness to spend effort are low, simplifying a service by hiding technical complexity can enhance the customer experience. For example, E-doc’s service, which removes the burden of processing information and following regulations from customers, allows customers to focus on more important tasks.

Perfect Peach’s employees must understand and deliver solutions to meet customers’ needs. Their interactions with customers are not bound by formal scripts but instead are based on rules that offer a guide for how customers should be treated. The stated intention is to avoid technical jargon in conversation and documents, downplay technical expertise, and relate to customers in lay terms, which should foster a feeling of trust. Similarly, in Blue Fish, Vally, and Neutrino, a strong expressed sentiment focused on hiding complexity, referred to as invisibility. A product manager at Blue Fish thus described how “We wanted to have as few interaction idioms as possible that would still solve the problem. We actually aim for no interaction … once you have a knob to tweak, it’s basically admitting that your service is complex.”

4.7. Conclusion

A prevailing sentiment in extant literature is that customer variability harms the quality of a service (Frei, 2006). The current research identifies two responses to this variability: customer accommodation and customer empowerment.

Customer accommodation involves carrying out additional work to create a unique experience for each customer. This approach usually results in additional costs or inefficiency but engenders unique and personal experiences. It depends on increasing contact with customers and developing an empathic understanding. Employee training and empowerment are necessary to ensure a workforce that is able to understand customer needs and act upon them. For customers who are cash rich but time poor, such as those targeted by Tiling House, this approach is ideal because it creates differentiation.

Another group of customers may be more price-sensitive and less willing to pay for someone to do work on their behalf. As Dong et al. (2014) note, some customers enjoy carrying out additional work or appreciate autonomy. These customers may prefer customer empowerment, which can contribute to both lower costs (Frei, 2006) and an improved experience. Giving customers the ability to customize the service can facilitate co-creation and make the service more democratic through user involvement (Björgvinsson et al., 2010; Junginger and Sangiorgi, 2011). Table 2 presents the six service design strategies identified in the case study, which fall under the two themes of accommodation and empowerment.
Table 2: Service design strategies identified in the case firms, classified as strategies for customer empowerment or for customer accommodation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Customer Empowerment</th>
<th>Customer Accommodation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Design for Typical Customer</strong></td>
<td><strong>Design for Personas</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An individual customer, representative of the typical customer, is used to understand the needs of customers. The service is developed to meet the needs of this individual on the assumption that this will satisfy customers in general.</td>
<td>A number of different types of customers are identified, whose needs differ. A persona represents a character description for each type of customer, forcing service developers to consider the experience for each character, not “the customer” or “the user”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Community Building</strong></td>
<td><strong>Relationship Building</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A standard offering is provided but customers are able to modify it or assist others in doing so. This assumes the customer gains emotional satisfaction from performing such tasks or sharing their expertise with others.</td>
<td>Customers’ requests are accommodated by employees offering additional services. This assumes the customer gains emotional satisfaction from being treated as an individual and is willing to pay for the effort of the service provider doing so.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Design for Visibility</strong></td>
<td><strong>Design for Invisibility</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processes that are normally hidden in the back-office are partially revealed to customers. This helps customers to understand what they are paying for, or enables their more active involvement.</td>
<td>Tasks or processes that normally burden the customer are simplified or removed from view. This helps the customer to focus on what the service provides and trust the service provider to understand how it is achieved.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first pair of strategies involves understanding and incorporating user needs: design for typical customer (empowering) and design for personas (accommodating). The use of personas is well established in interaction design. Interaction design focuses on understanding how humans understand and use artificial systems (e.g., Suchman, 1987), then designing these systems to fit their mental models. The field has evolved on the basis of the idea of emotional design—that is, the premise that things that customers love are more successful than those they merely tolerate (Norman, 2004). The methods employed, such as personas (Cooper, 2004), are an attempt to respond to the challenge of designing with little contact with the customer or end user. The use of personas may not be familiar to service managers who rely on market segmentation and average data on customer segments. The alternative approach relies on designing a service with a real customer that represents the needs of others (referred to as designing for a typical customer). This service is developed to fulfill one specific customer’s needs, with the intention that minimal customization should be required for further customers. As with personas, the purpose should be to understand customer behavior to create a positive experience when the service fulfills its functions.

During service delivery, two approaches to communicating quality and results emerged: visibility (empowering) and invisibility (accommodating). Services are traditionally viewed as intangible processes and therefore typically concealed. However, we observed a clear scope for enhancing the experience by reducing or increasing this invisibility. One of the challenges of many outcome-oriented services is convincing customers of their quality. For example, in legal or health care services, the customer may not understand the service processes and probably is unable to judge quality until the outcome has been achieved (Harvey, 1998). A proposed solution is to deliberately include clues that demonstrate service quality. By concealing the complexity of back-office processes, a service provider can ensure that customers experience more convenience. Conversely, by revealing parts of the process, customers are given either visual clues or potentially the ability to co-create the service, as observed at Tiling House. Visibility may mean allowing customers to see what is happening to gain more understanding. The next level may be allowing customers to contribute to the service. Invisibility, in contrast, enhances the experience by hiding rather than revealing and doing more work so the customer does not have to expend effort.
The experience consists of the customer’s assessment of both the outcome and the emotional journey during service delivery (Hume et al., 2006; Johnston and Kong, 2011). Thus, even for outcome-oriented services, the emotional connection formed with the service provider is important. Managers can improve this connection through deliberate efforts to build relationships with customers (an accommodating strategy), particularly in offline services, in which well-trained employees who aim to ensure a positive experience meet customers face-to-face. This strategy is appealing but costly (Chase, 1981). A different challenge is how to achieve a similar effect for technology-mediated service encounters. One observed approach was to facilitate creation of a community in which relationships among customers could be built (an empowering strategy). Current thinking on the nature of service logic suggests that customers should not be seen as passive consumers but rather as active co-creators of value. Nowhere is this more visible than in communities in which customers interact and support one another to enhance their experience. Although this strategy can be used to reduce costs to the firm (e.g. minimizing Aqua’s customer support cost by enabling users to share knowledge), it can also help create an experience. Therefore, in contrast with Froehle and Roth’s (2004) view that technology-mediated service encounters are less personal than face-to-face ones, using technology to create communities alters the dynamic by democratizing the service (Björgvinsson et al., 2010).

5. Discussion

5.1. Implications for Theory

For academics, this research links service marketing and service operations literature streams, noting the need to shift the service design perspective from focusing on the operation and its efficiency to accounting for customer experience (Roth and Menor, 2003; Chase and Apte, 2007). As acceptance of the service logic has become more widespread and competition in mature markets has become more challenging, the customer experience has become an essential concern for all services (Grewal et al., 2009). This perspective echoes the paradigm shift in marketing literature toward considerations of value in use and co-creation. It also connects with design literature, where a similar shift from focusing on products to focusing on experience is evident. By combining these theoretical approaches and observing real-life examples, this research contributes a set of service design strategies relevant for service operations, each of which attempts to deal with the issue of customer variability in some way. In addition, this research establishes some links among service operations, marketing, and interaction design, reflecting the need for more integrated, interdisciplinary research in the effort to understand service management.

This research also contributes to the understanding of service experience in two ways. First, its focus on service design strategies for augmenting a functional core service is novel. It builds on the recognition that experience is important and that experience staging, though challenging, brings economic benefits (Brakus et al., 2009; Candi et al., 2013). Second, by including online and offline services, this research makes a step toward bridging the gap between interaction design and service management. The need to consider customers and their subjective perceptions has long been central to service research but is now gaining more attention, particularly as existing understandings of service and business in general are reconceived. Experiential augmentation demands that the starting point for service development be customers and how they perceive services, which means understanding customers in terms of not only their goals and motivations but also their likely emotional reactions to services. In this respect, interaction design strategies, which are now commonly practiced in user experience design, may be extremely valuable. Approaches such as understanding users’ emotional interactions with value propositions (Norman, 2004) begin with understanding users (Margolin, 1997) in terms of their emotional engagement and motivation (Cooper, 2004) and the related affordances that the design features allow (Pucillo and Cascini, 2014).

5.2. Implications for Practice

Arguably, the main practical contributions of existing research consist of tools for mapping customers’ experiences (e.g. Kingman-Brundage, 1991; Johnston, 1999) and the identification of service elements
that are under service providers’ control and that can affect these experiences (Grewal et al., 2009; Zomerdijk and Voss, 2010; Beltagui et al., 2015). Mapping and awareness of how the elements of a service affect customer experience are important to further progress and practical guidance is needed with regard to how these service elements can be designed to achieve experiential augmentation.

Thus, for practitioners, the benefits of this research lie in the service design strategies identified. The findings offer both descriptions of the strategies observed and examples of where they can be beneficial. These insights are particularly relevant for outcome-oriented services, which can benefit from insights about how firms can create unique value propositions that lead to memorable experiences.

When managers seek to design new services or redesign existing ones, they normally deploy a range of established methods and strategies that focus on operational effectiveness and efficiency. For example, layouts are considered from the perspective of minimizing movement, locations for maximizing the catchment area, and processes for reducing waiting times. Entering the experience economy (Pine and Gilmore, 1998) may seem like a good idea in a time of economic plenty, when customers have money to spend on experiences. In times of economic hardship, however, experience is arguably even more important, because customers are more inclined to shop around (Grewal et al., 2009; Flint et al., 2014). Focusing on the customer experience can help firms compete by attracting and retaining customers from competing but undifferentiated services (Lovelock, 1995; Grewal et al., 2009; Candi and Saemundsson, 2011; Candi et al., 2013). The traditional approach is simply to offer a high level of customization and contact with customers, but managers need lower-cost alternatives as well (Maister and Lovelock, 1982; Frei, 2006).

This research demonstrates that experiential augmentation is relevant and valuable in many service contexts. It identifies effective service design strategies, regardless of the level of customer contact or degree of customization of their services. As such, it offers suggestions for how to build memorable experiences without incurring the high cost of accommodating customer variability. When variability among customers is low, it may be possible to identify a typical customer on which to focus. If variability is higher, it may be possible to define categories of different customers, in which case personas help create empathy with groups of customers and ensure that their experience, not just the functionality delivered, is considered. When customers are unaware of a service, visibility can be increased, whereas customers who are daunted by the complexity of a service can have a positive experience when invisibility is increased. When customers gain satisfaction from doing something for themselves and others, community building involves offering the appropriate resources to do so. In particular, creating or supporting customer communities can make self-service seem to be a positive experience, rather than a form of exploitation. In other cases, the inherent variability in customer needs is better served by adopting a strategy of relationship building to customize the service for each customer.

Managers should note that the choice of service design strategies is not necessarily mutually exclusive. That is, customer accommodation and customer empowerment can be used in relation to different parts of the service. For example, as discussed previously, Perfect Peach creatively espoused both invisibility (to hide complexity) and visibility (to expose inner workings).

Clear differences between online and offline contexts emerged, specifically between customer experience as defined in management literature and user experience as defined in design literature. The case research suggests that these differences should be overcome, because there is value in applying methods from one field to another. Table 3 provides a summary of the service design strategies identified and specific recommendations for services delivered in online and offline contexts.
Table 3: Summary of service design strategies for experiential augmentation and their potential applications in online and offline contexts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Recommendations for experiential augmentation of services delivered online</th>
<th>Recommendations for experiential augmentation of services delivered offline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Design for Typical Customer</td>
<td>Select a customer whose needs are representative of others. Use this customer as a focal point for developing the functionality of the service.</td>
<td>Identify a customer whose functional requirements are representative of a majority of customers and use them as the basis for developing the functionality of the service. Ensuring usability for this individual customer should increase the likelihood that others benefit from the service.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design for Personas</td>
<td>Use available information about customers to create personas that explain the behavior and goals of customer archetypes.</td>
<td>Use personas as a design tool and as an alternative to market segmentation. Available information about potential customers can be used to develop an archetypal persona, whose needs can be addressed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Building</td>
<td>Design services to enable customers to do their own customization. Make use of communities to offer support to other customers.</td>
<td>Design the service to allow customers to do their own customization, without requiring input from employees, making self-service positive. Building or supporting communities can help to facilitate this.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship Building</td>
<td>While the appeal of the Internet may be that it reduces the cost and time involved in personal contact, some customers may appreciate having someone to talk to or to go to for help. Services delivered online could examine ways to enable more personal interaction and customization.</td>
<td>Develop employees’ abilities to customize solutions for each customer and make use of direct interaction to add value to the service.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design for Visibility</td>
<td>Provide tangible evidence of otherwise invisible services. Make processes and software code available for customers to modify themselves.</td>
<td>Allow customers to see (parts of) back-office processes, to help them appreciate the value of what they are buying.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design for Invisibility</td>
<td>Hide technical complexity by carrying out processes independently of customers. Reveal only high level information that is required by customers.</td>
<td>Make the service easier for customers to understand by focusing on inputs and outputs, while hiding technical processes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3. Limitations and Directions for Further Research

This research identifies design strategies across a number of contexts. In seeking commonalities, it is less concerned with the unique characteristics of each context. Consequently, future research could expand on the managerial guidelines by developing a more comprehensive contingency approach that would help managers and designers select the context-appropriate strategies. The diversity in contexts makes direct performance comparisons infeasible, but future research could contribute to management practice by comparing the success of different strategies and in different contexts.

The research attempts to bridge the gap between discussions of customer experience in service management and user experience in service design. The differences are evident from the literature review and represented by the strategies identified in online services, which emphasize user
experience and offline services, which emphasize customer experience. By examining the managerial challenge of variability, this study illustrates the need to incorporate the perspectives of customers and users alongside those of managers and designers. A suggestion for future research is to ensure a stronger cross-disciplinary focus, as the design perspective can enrich research and practice in service management.

Finally, further research should address the distinction between experience-centric and outcome-focused services. Most existing experience-related studies focus mainly on services for which the experience is the outcome. The current research identifies design strategies that apply when the experience can augment the outcome. A next step is to examine the extent to which these strategies work in experience-centric as well as outcome-oriented services.
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